
Minutes of PPG Meeting 25 June 2018 at Maida Vale Medical Centre 

Present:Patients: Lena Choudary-Salter, Stephen Holmwood, Brian O’Neill, Howard Salter 

Practice Rep: Donika Xhixha 

Apologies: Joe Rabb; Gina Cleary; Jen Green; Jackie Smail; Sonia Etiene, Godette Jeffrey 

 Minutes of the meeting held on 21st March 2017 was  read and approved.  

Matters arising and Agenda followed same matters 

Elections: Lena Choudary-Salter elected Chair and Stephen deputy. 

Donika shared her presentation on the new structure of CLCH. This showed that there are four 

hubs making up the local PCH but the Southern Hub has, where it can, opted to take an separate 

approach. 

Of the 4 hubs each has 7 or 8 Practices. In fact, our PCH has 6 hubs. The PCH is a democratic 

structure in that each GP practice has one vote irrespective of size of practice. The latest idea is 

that any practice has a speciality or specialities so that others in the hub can refer patients to that 

that offers the treatment specially needed. 

The PCH contract started in April 2018 and will continue until 2020. 

The CCG is proposing to revamp all GP websites so that the current one ill be closed n July and the 

new one hoped to be opening by the end of August. Inn addition, CCG have decided to close down 

Care Navigators policy. This is a complete waste of money and time in setting it up and training 

employees only now to make them redundant and them, presumably, re-employ many of them 

having already [paid them redundancy! 

There is no facility to advise patients they can ask for an emergency appointment (same day) if 

they phone at 8:30 a.m. on any given day. This notification is not wanted by the GP as it would 

attract too many calls at 8:30 every morning. 

Staff do not (although they should) notify patients of the possibility of an appointment in another 

practice (in the same hub??). 

There is also a conflict about sharing information. Sharing with other practices in the area is 

problematical with GPDR. The list of what facilities there are within our own hub (and the same for 

others) can only be disclosed through our own GP 

Stephen repeated his desire to keep pushing for reduction in air pollution by encouraging 

continuation of 20 mph speed limit in the area. All agreed. 

Removing the new practice of social prescriptions whereby patients are directed and advised to 

join a variety of groups through Care Navigators (see above) is stupid and losing a valuable new 

concept. It was agreed that the question of this vanishing asset should be top of the list on the 

agenda for the next meeting which will be held towards the end of October– Lena will circulate 

proposed dates. 

The meeting ended. 


